Here are some bars and restaurants which you can find within 10 minutes walking distance from the Banach Center. The list is by no means complete. For example there are also some bars on Noakowskiego.

0 This is the Banach Center. It is worth noticing that there is a Vietnamese restaurant just next to the Center, so if you like this kind of food you may go.

1 “U Szwejka” - quite a big and known restaurant serving breakfasts from 8 a.m., lunches, dinners etc. On Sundays they provide also a baby care. Lunches above 20 PLZ.

2 “Chłopskie Jadło” - quite a big restaurant. They write “We offer true peasant’s and landed–gentry’s cuisine based on traditional Polish dishes [...]”. So if you have never eaten “chleb ze smalcem”, you should necessarily visit this place.
3 “Leniwa Gospodyni” (Lazy Housewife) - a small but well known restaurant serving every day polish food like “pierogi” or “kotlet schabowy”. It is also quite a cheap place, so you can meet there students from Warsaw University of Technology as well as they professors. It may be better to go there with a polish speaking person for the first time. It may be hard to find there a place for a group bigger then 4 persons.

4 “Marak” - a small bar specializing with soups. You can eat there a small lunch in a small group of people for a low price (around 15 PLZ).

5 Bar “Carino”. As they write - “home made lunches” for the price of 10 PLZ.

6 Icecream bar “Corso”. They claim to serve also lunches for 10 PLZ from 1 a.m.

7 Here you can find an oriental restaurant “Que Huong”, next quite a big but nice cafeteria “Carma” and next a French crepe bar “Bastylia”. For 12 PLZ you can get a tasty crepe. (tables only for two, at most three people.)

8 Cafe bistro “Miejsce” (Place). A nice, medium size restaurant. Breakfasts start from 8 a.m. for 20 PLZ. Lunches from 12 a.m. (also 20 PLZ). Good pancakes with spinach (but this is a very personal opinion).

9 “Sushi”. Relatively large. You can eat there Ika Teriyaki for 37 PLZ or Unagi Kabayaki for 39 PLZ.

10 Small grocery.

11 Restaurant “Fresco”. You can eat for example “Roasted duck on apples with honey and cranberries” (44 PLZ) (from their menu)

12 A salad bar “Tucan”, a Japanese restaurant “So–An” and “Delicja Polska” (Polish Delicious).

13 Lunch bar “Batida” - quite a big restaurant and cafeteria. You can find there all kinds of sweets and some (selected) dishes like Strogonoff for 18 PLZ. It looked quite nice.
14 The one and only “Złota Kurka” (Golden Hen). Famous polish milk bar. The food is not very good but really very cheap so I used to go there when I was a student. Now I visit it only for sentimental reasons. You can meet there all sorts of people.

15 A nice place.

16 A very nice place.